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Answer Key

Number Question

Answer 

Key Correct Answer

1

Which supporting document best illustrates Herrmann's left-brain 

(limbic) approach to learning? Choose ONE. A

Supporting Document 3: Telephone Customer 

Service Standards

2

During Topic 2, the technology fails. To keep training on track and still 

meet objectives, what should the trainer do? Choose ONE. B

Present standards on flip charts and pair the learners 

for the simulation.

3

What type of delivery option or media might the talent development 

professional consider for this training if time and space are limited? B Blended learning

4

Which activity would best address the deficiency related to value-

added products as outlined in "Supporting Document 7: Simulation D Provide a self-assessment checklist.

5

How can the talent development professional better assist participants 

to accomplish the objective of identifying motivational strategies? B

Create a list of example sites on which the 

participants may search for images.

6

Based on "Supporting Documentation 2: Design Document," which of 

Lambert's four elements is missing? Choose ONE. A Closing

7

Which of Gardener’s multiple intelligences does the talent 

development professional include in the activity in "Topic 2: B Bodily/kinesthetic

8

Which activity within “Supporting Document 2: Design Document” will 

give the trainer the best early indication of potential success of the 

program and directly relates to Kirkpatrick's Level 3? Choose ONE. B Topic 2: Simulation activity

9

Within “Supporting Document 5: Training Objectives,” which level of 

Bloom's Taxonomy would Objective 2 be listed under? Choose ONE. B Comprehension

10

The instructional designer informed the talent development 

professional that mastering the SERVICE acronym was one of the 

course objectives. What kind of objective is this? Choose ONE. D Enabling objective

11

"Supporting Document 7: Simulation Activity Feedback Form" was 

used by the talent development professional as part of which of the B Human performance improvement (HPI) model

12

Which techniques were used to increase the longevity and relevance 

of the training? Choose FOUR. ADEG

Simulation; Motivational strategy activity; 

Simulation activity feedback form; Customer service 

standards card activity

13

Which accelerated learning techniques does the talent development 

professional use in "Supporting Document 2: Design Document"? DE

Accommodating different learning styles; Group-

based learning
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14

Which facilitation questions will support on-the-job application of the 

first course objective in "Supporting Document 2: Design Document"? 

Choose THREE. ABC

When this concept is successfully implemented, 

what does it look like?; In what ways do people 

struggle while implementing this concept?; What 

other experiences can you share about this 

15

What are the most important factors that should be considered prior 

to delivering the simulation portion of “Topic 2: Communications and 

Customer Service Standards”? Choose TWO. DE

Practice a field test with the technology; Develop 

behavioral questions to guide the debrief.

16

The talent development professional has been asked to assist with a 

Kirkpatrick Level 3 evaluation. To support this level of evaluation, 

which questions would need to be added to “Supporting Document 6: AB

What training activities did you find most relevant to 

your job and why?; How will you use the skills and 

knowledge learned in training back on the job?

17

Prior to having participants write down examples of each concept 

during "Topic 1: SERVICE and Your Team's Work," what should the 

talent development professional do to ensure that learners AE

Provide an example of the concept; Prepare written 

instructions on a flip chart or wall chart.

18

What are the best ways for the facilitator to match her presentation 

style to the learners? Choose TWO. BD

Make adjustments within the welcome and 

introductions to better engage learners; Prior to 

class, obtain preferred learning style information 

19

Midway through the training session, the talent development 

professional notices most of the participants are reluctant to respond 

to questions and do not appear motivated to participate in activities. 

What are the best responses to this situation? Choose TWO. AB

Revisit content within the stated training objectives 

and conduct a 10-minute small group activity to 

address concerns and barriers, followed by a debrief 

session; Take a five-minute break and ask one to two 

participants with whom the talent development 

professional is comfortable what may be preventing 

20

After reviewing “Supporting Document 2: Design Document,” what 

additional engagement strategies could the talent development 

professional use to improve the application of the content in "Topic 2: 

Communications and Customer Service Standards"? Choose TWO. BD

Place learners into triads to discuss how they will use 

the customer service standards on the job.; Form 

teams of three or four to learn and present portions 

of the customer service standards to the large 


